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Current car navigation systems use maps that show part of a region and are sequentially 
presented as the driver moves along a route, displaying information that is relevant to 
immediate guidance, such as the surrounding streets and turn indicators. Rizzardo, Colle, 
McGregor, and Wylie (2013) have shown that sequentially presented, partial maps 
populated with landmark objects can also facilitate spatial knowledge acquisition. Spatial 
knowledge is useful for evaluating GPS instructions and navigating after the fact. 
However, the optimal number of landmarks on map segments has not been extensively 
tested. The Object-Based Spatial-Episodic Representations for Visual Environments 
(OBSERVE) theory indicates that sets of landmark object-relations are an important 
component of spatial learning. Landmark objects do not necessarily need to form a metric 
coordinate system, although sets of objects may have quantitative spatial (e.g., angular) 
relations among themselves, learned episodically (Colle, 2015). The number of 
concurrent landmark icons present on map segments was manipulated to determine the 
optimal range of landmark object-relations that can facilitate learning spatial knowledge 
of a complete region. Participants viewed a series of map segments showing a car being 
guided on a route with two, four, or six landmarks present on each segment, and then 
iv 
participants drew sketchmaps of the complete region through which the car drove. 
Configural spatial knowledge of the layout was measured by comparing the angular 
relations between pairs of landmarks on the participants’ sketchmaps and the region’s 
actual angular relations between those same pairs. Results indicate that a range of two to 
four landmarks per map segment that are trip-relevant is appropriate for acquiring 
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Global Positioning Systems (GPS) navigational devices are a widely used 
technology and these products have developed to a great point. Travelers can receive 
navigation assistance from screens in their car dashboards, from separate portable GPS 
devices, and from smartphone applications. However, not as much has been done on GPS 
system interfaces, a key facet of the technology that cannot be easily modified for human 
needs by the users themselves. GPS navigational system design has traditionally 
facilitated one main priority: to provide route guidance for drivers in unfamiliar areas. 
Other types of information, such as learning about the spatial layout of an area or specific 
data about landmarks, have been relegated to secondary displays. Nevertheless, such 
spatial knowledge can be used to assist online processing, such as when a driver rejects 
the guidance provided by a navigational system map and takes an alternative route that he 
or she believes has advantages or avoids potential problems, or when the environment is 
not accurately reflected on the map. Modern devices have access to comprehensive and 
continuously updated databases of potential destinations (landmarks) by name and 
modern design should take advantage of this access. With more accessible information 
and research on the range of relevant components of map displays, GPS devices can be 
redesigned to go beyond giving turn-by-turn guidance and provide a context for spatial 
learning. These broadened capabilities comprise a navigational tool that provides 
guidance in both the short- and long-term, increasing driver safety. 
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Ideally, the second goal of GPS design after turn guidance should be to facilitate 
drivers’ configural knowledge acquisition. Configural spatial knowledge (sometimes 
called survey knowledge) refers to the representation of spatial relationships between 
objects such as landmarks that allows a person to demonstrate knowledge of the layout of 
an environment (Siegel & White, 1975). Learning about the environment is vital for: a) 
evaluating instructions from the GPS display in order to avoid dangerous situations, and 
b) navigating without total dependence on route directions. Although turn-by-turn 
instruction seems straightforward, people have driven down railroad tracks or into lakes 
after bad advice from GPS navigation systems (Forbes & Burnett, 2007). People learn 
configural spatial knowledge more readily from looking at whole maps of a region 
compared to direct experience with an environment (Ruddle, Payne, & Jones, 1997; 
Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth, 1982). However, GPS displays do not show whole maps of a 
region during navigation; instead, they only show part of a region at a time via 
sequentially-presented map segments, prioritizing the information that will be 
immediately relevant for navigation decision-making, such as turn indicators and 
adjacent streets and landmarks. Thus, the driver does not have simultaneous access to the 
entire map layout. Rizzardo, Colle, McGregor, and Wylie (2013) have shown that drivers 
can learn spatial information about a region while using sequentially-presented map 
segments in a GPS map display, when the map orientation remains north-up and uniquely 
labeled landmarks are shown. To optimize the design of GPS maps, we must determine 





The DATIM Display: Useful Map Components 
Learning while driving is a difficult task; route decision-making relies heavily on 
working memory and acquiring spatial knowledge requires episodic long-term memory 
learning. Creating an appropriate display design must take into account the cognitive 
processes underlying each task. Up until the Rizzardo et al. (2013) article showed 
otherwise, 20 years of research had come to the conclusion that drivers needed track-up 
maps for turn decisions and needed a separate north-up map for learning configural 
spatial knowledge (Aretz, 1991; Campbell, Carney, & Kantowitz, 2012; Ross et al., 
1996), which has been called the trade-off hypothesis (Münzer, Zimmer, & Baus, 2012). 
A single-map display, which takes into account different cognitive processes, could serve 
both tasks. In their multicomponent working memory model, Baddeley and Hitch (1974) 
proposed separate working memory subsystems for verbal and spatiovisual information 
that could be processed relatively independently (see also Baddeley, 2001, 2007). 
Additionally, Paivio’s (1971) dual-coding theory provided early evidence that verbal and 
spatiovisual imagery information could be processed independently for long-term 
episodic memory and that the two types of information could be mutually supportive. 
Principles from instructional design/coding also suggest that cohesively represented 
verbal and spatial information supports learning (Chandler & Sweller, 1991; Mayer, 
2005, 2009; Paivio, 1971, 2006; Schnotz, 2005; Sweller, 2005). Rizzardo et al. (2013) 
evaluated the effectiveness of combining turn decision (verbal) information and landmark 
(spatial) information for a new north-up design by using Rizzardo & Colle’s DATIM 
display (Dual-Coded Advisory Turn Indicator for Map Displays), which places an upright 
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L or an R at the tip of a spatial indicator arrow’s point. The DATIM display separates 
verbal and spatiovisual processing to lessen mental workload, providing easy-to-follow 
turn guidance and facilitating learning about the configural spatial layout of an area. 
The north-up map display. Studying a fixed map of a region is a quick way to 
learn about the spatial layout, called configural or survey knowledge (Thorndyke & 
Hayes-Roth, 1982). However, most GPS devices provide turn-by-turn guidance with a 
default track-up map, which rotates as the driver turns and keeps the car’s arrow icon 
continually pointed toward the top of the display. A track-up map facilitates left-right 
turn decisions, the immediate priority; if a driver is supposed to turn left at the next 
intersection then the display indicates this with an arrow pointing to the left side of the 
map display, consistent with the principle of stimulus-response compatibility (Fitts & 
Seeger, 1953; Kornblum, Hasbroucq, & Osman, 1990; Montello, 2010). The display view 
can easily be imagined as projected forward onto the driver’s worldview through the 
windshield (Aretz & Wickens, 1992). This type of display, however, is poorly designed 
for teaching people about the spatial layout of the region being driven through because 
the map is continually rotating. Without knowledge of the surrounding area, drivers have 
no way to evaluate the recommendations of their GPS systems and are forced to 
implicitly trust the device, often leading to dangerous situations (Forbes & Burnett, 
2007).  
North-up map displays have helped people to acquire more spatial knowledge of a 
region than have track-up map displays (Aretz, 1990), and Rizzardo et al. (2013) found 
that participants acquired better spatial knowledge of 25 landmarks even after one trip 
through the route when using a GPS north-up map display versus using a track-up map 
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display. On north-up map displays, unlike with track-up map displays, landmarks such as 
restaurants and stores maintain their relative positions and orientations on the screen. 
Drivers who follow a well-designed stable map can immediately reroute when faced with 
unexpected traffic jams or construction blockages, or GPS recommendations created by 
algorithms that are often not optimal. Also, good spatial knowledge allows the driver to 
choose other (e. g. scenic, efficient) routes or give directions to others after the fact 
(Burnett & Lee, 2005; Rizzardo, Colle, McGregor, & Wylie, 2013). Importantly, 
Rizzardo et al. (2013) showed participants could acquire configural spatial knowledge 
while driving, and with glance times to the maps of 2 seconds or less, especially 
important for driver safety.  
Turn indicators with verbal cues. On the DATIM display, the turn indicator 
arrow is the only spatial information that rotates while the map remains in a north-up 
orientation. The turn indicator arrow is complemented by an advisory verbal cue 
providing easily understood turn commands regardless of the arrow’s orientation, thus 
removing stimulus-response incompatibility. Drivers do not have to spend time 
interpreting misaligned spatial turn arrows, thus removing extraneous load from also 
learning the map’s spatial layout information. The verbal cue remains upright and can be 
read at any orientation. Rizzardo and Colle (2013) found that a DATIM indicator could 
be used for turn guidance on a north-up map. Decision times were at least as fast or faster 
than a spatial-only cue, even for the traditional, stimulus-response compatible turn arrow 
with a track-up orientation. 
Landmarks. Landmarks are a useful component for turn guidance and to 
facilitate spatial knowledge acquisition. Landmarks located at intersection street corners 
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can be used for turn guidance (Miller & Carlson, 2011; Rizzardo, Colle, McGregor, & 
Wylie, 2013). Burnett (2000) observed passengers who were guiding a driver, and 
familiar with a region, frequently use turn-at-landmark directions such as “Turn right at 
the Wendy’s”. Putting landmarks on maps and using them to guide drivers has 
advantages, and is in fact preferred, over using the distance-to-turn information 
commonly used by current GPS navigation systems (May & Ross, 2006; May, Ross, & 
Bayer, 2005; May, Ross, & Osman, 2005; Miller & Carlson, 2011). When approaching a 
turn, drivers spend less time glancing down at the GPS navigation display when landmark 
guidance is used (May, Ross, & Bayer, 2005). 
Landmarks have also been an important conceptual component of configural 
spatial knowledge representations (Foo, Warren, Duchon, & Tarr, 2005; Rizzardo, Colle, 
McGregor, & Wylie, 2013; Siegel & White, 1975; Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth, 1982). 
Although most current theories of configural spatial memory are developed in terms of 
coordinate systems or reference frames that imply coordinate systems (e.g., Klatzky, 
1998; Meilinger, Reicke, & Bülthoff, 2014), human judgments have been shown to 
violate basic assumptions of coordinate geometries, such as symmetry (angle from 
location A to B should be consistent with the angle from location B to A) (Moar & 
Bower, 1983; Montello, 1992). A coordinate system may not be necessary; people 
remember objects (landmarks) in the context of their environments. The Object-Based 
Spatial-Episodic Representations for Visual Environments (OBSERVE) theory of 
configural spatial memory (Colle, 2015) emphasizes that objects have unique 
characteristics and are not simply points in space. That is, objects are solid, can be 
discrete and isolated in space or extended and serve as an edge/boundary, and often have 
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unique orientations and a distinguishable front surface, which can be used for spatial 
relations. The OBSERVE theory does not separate first learning about objects as they are 
encountered and then subsequently form the object angular/configural relations, as Siegel 
and White (1975) had separated landmark knowledge from configural spatial knowledge. 
People may learn about configural spatial relations between just two objects or among 
small sets of objects, and information from these sets of angular relations is used to 
inform others, even as a person encounters more objects. Multiple concurrent objects 
appear to facilitate configural spatial learning, as has been demonstrated when 
participants are asked to judge the accuracy of an object layout depicting an area they 
have seen, and then increasing numbers of objects from that area are shown, leading to an 
increase in participants’ configural spatial memory performance (Colle & Fent, 2015; 
Colle, Hoelscher, & Knipper, 2015). Informal observations have noted that participants, 
when drawing a sketchmap on electronic paper and when the screen can only show part 
of their drawing, will drag their electronic paper back to view objects they have already 
placed before placing more landmarks, suggesting they use the relationships between 
objects to also retrieve their configural knowledge of the layout. 
Sequential maps. There has been little or no research done on spatial learning 
from partial maps that are sequentially presented. Research on Geographical Information 
Systems has had people study whole maps where demographic information, such as 
percent literacy per region, is presented sequentially from the lowest to highest levels on 
the whole map display (Lloyd & Bunch, 2003; Taylor, 1987). This interpretation of 
presenting sequential maps is very different from the type of sequential partial maps 
found in GPS navigation system displays and these experiments did not show evidence 
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that sequential presentation of levels of data helped map learners integrate and remember 
the whole map’s information. However, Rizzardo et al. (2013) have shown that 
participants can integrate configural spatial data from sequentially-presented partial maps 
when they draw whole-region sketchmaps. Thorndyke & Stasz (1980) observed so-called 
“good” whole map learners using strategies that included partitioning maps into 
manageable sections, e.g. paying attention to areas or conceptual categories piece-by-
piece. The partial maps in a GPS display might serve as manageable sections and then 
participants can organize sets of information, such as using sets of objects and multiple 
object relations to integrate spatial knowledge from section to section.  
Current GPS system databases have the capability to accurately label and 
continuously update useful landmarks on a map display. But, with partial maps, as 
opposed to a map that encompasses an area beyond the route, landmark availability might 
be affected. The optimal GPS map display might have a minimum number of landmarks 
required to facilitate spatial knowledge acquisition, thus influencing other design 
decisions such as display size and the prioritization and placement of other map 
components. 
The OBSERVE theory and its data on the use of landmark objects when people 
directly experience a virtual environment may also hold for learning from maps where 
landmark object relations are shown by landmark icons. Given that increasing the number 
of map landmarks that are concurrently available increases the possible number of 
directly observed object-to-object relationships, we can expect configural spatial 
knowledge acquisition to be enhanced at least up to some limit.  
The Current Study 
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Experimental Design. The current study included a between subjects factor for 
landmark concurrency on sequentially-presented map segments, with three levels (two, 
four, and six per segment), as well as a whole map where all 24 landmarks were 
concurrently available, for a total of four groups.  There were two repeated measures 
factors. Participants had to remember two types of landmarks during the sketch map task: 
trip-relevant landmarks, including the eight destination landmarks and the two turn 
landmarks, and not-trip-relevant landmarks; pairs of these landmarks were measured for 
placement accuracy on sketchmaps. A third variable was for landmark pairs where both 
landmarks were remembered in a test for free recall versus pairs where neither landmark 
was recalled. Free recall for landmarks has been shown to influence configural 
knowledge (Rizzardo et al., 2013). 
Previous Experiment: Local landmark availability. An important issue is the 
minimum or maximum number of landmarks that must be shown on individual partial 
map segments for the map to be considered spatially descriptive and to facilitate 
configural knowledge acquisition. A previous experiment investigated the lower end of 
landmark availability to help identify the lower range and sensitivity of manipulations of 
map landmark concurrency (Rizzardo & Colle, 2016a). Landmark placement was 
experimentally controlled so the same number of landmarks was present on each of the 
sequentially presented map segments; to ensure that the number of landmarks stayed 
consistent, overlapping areas on the map segments resulted in some landmarks being 
located on the route and some were located off the route, a manipulation not previously 
used. There were two levels for landmark concurrency, with either two or three 
landmarks present on every map segment. Results showed no significant differences 
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between groups for absolute angular error or free recall measures. Therefore, two 
landmarks per segment was used as the lower boundary and a larger range of concurrent 
landmarks was tested.  
Previous Experiment: Map consequences of driving speed. In Rizzardo et al. 
(2013) the simulated driving speed was 25 mph. At this speed, map segments were 
updated every 9.3 s, influencing the amount of time landmarks were visible overall 
during the route. Available time for study may affect how well drivers are able to 
remember landmarks. Rizzardo and Colle (2016b) manipulated the speed at which map 
segments were updated at three levels: 4.3 s, 13.3 s, and the original 9.3 s (three groups of 
24 participants per group). Results showed there was no significant main effect for 
presentation rate or interactions with it for participants’ configural spatial learning 
(absolute angular error) or their free recall of landmark icon names (and no interactions 
of rate with other factors). Thus, within this range of exposure times, map segment 








II.  METHOD 
Participants 
A total of 216 students from undergraduate psychology courses, 164 female and 
52 male, aged 18 to 30 years (M = 19.43, SD = 2.48), participated in the experiment. The 
participants were randomly assigned so there were 54 participants in each of four groups. 
There were three sequential map display groups: 2-concurrent landmarks, 4-concurrent 
landmarks, and 6-concurrent landmarks. The fourth group of participants observed the 
entire map, for the same amount of time and with the same layout as the 6-concurrent 
landmarks group. Participants were required to have normal or corrected to normal vision 
for acuity and color vision, normal hearing, and a valid driver’s license. English was 
required to be their first language. Participants were asked if they had used a GPS device 
as a driver before, of which all but three participants said they had, although this was not 
an exclusion criterion for the study. Participants from earlier studies of GPS navigation 
were ineligible for the study.  
Apparatus and Materials 
Navigation displays: Map types. The navigation maps used to simulate a GPS 
navigational system were created in Photoshop by first designing an overall map, 
including the street grid and city blocks, then cutting 510 x 510 pixel (5 by 5 cross-
streets) frames incrementally along the predetermined route, resulting in sequences of 
individual map segments. The amount of area shown (510 x 510 pixel, or 5 by 5 cross-
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streets) per segment (frame) was consistent across all groups. Frames were cut out of a 
larger map and landmarks were placed within these frames along the route; there were no 
empty frames, and the specific landmark icons, the order they were presented on the 
route, and on which side of the street they were positioned was the same across all 
conditions. This was accomplished by adding a landmark to a map segment immediately 
following a frame that had moved beyond a previously displayed landmark, keeping the 
number of concurrent landmarks on each frame constant. Because there was no 
difference between two concurrent landmarks and the one additional third landmark in 
Rizzardo & Colle, (2016a), I increased the step size from one additional landmark per 
condition to two additional landmarks per condition, and added a third level. The current 
experiment used two, four, and six landmarks per segment as the manipulation for 
landmark-concurrency. A fourth group of participants observed the entire map, for the 
same amount of time and with the same layout as the 6-concurrent landmarks group. 
Studying a whole map has been shown to facilitate rapid configural knowledge 
acquisition (Ruddle, Payne, & Jones, 1997; Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth, 1982). 
Map layouts. Manipulating landmark concurrency this way resulted in different 
sequential segmented map displays with different layouts, with either two, four, or six 
landmarks present per frame. The concurrence manipulation forced the 24 landmarks to 
be closer together as more landmarks must be concurrent within a map segment. This 
meant the total number of segments presented was different for the three sequential map 
types. Thus, because the segment presentation time was constant (9.3 s), the run times for 
the map presentations were different: 6 minutes 40 seconds for the six-landmark 
condition, 9 minutes 46 seconds for the four-landmark condition, and 19 minutes 23 
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seconds for the two-landmark condition. A fourth type of map was just the overall map 
with the landmark icons laid out the same as those in the 6-concurrent landmarks 
condition, and had the same overall study time duration (6 minutes 40 seconds).  
Landmark icons. Landmark icons were created using company logos found 
online from establishments such as restaurants, hotels, gas stations, retail stores, and 
drugstores, then resized to a minimum of 35 pixels and a maximum of 60 pixels wide. 
Corner icons, such as those located at turns, were positioned so the turn indicator arrows 
or verbal cues never obscured the logo. The list of landmarks is shown in Appendix A. 
The navigation map segments, for all conditions, were always oriented with the northern 
side of the map at the top of the screen (see Rizzardo et al., 2013). 
DATIM turn indicators. Directional and turn indicator arrows for each map were 
imposed on the route for each frame. DATIM turn indicator parameters are identical to 
the ones used in Rizzardo and Colle (2013; 2016a; 2016b), Rizzardo et al. (2013). As 
Figure 1 shows, the turn indicator icon with verbal cue was made up of a plain red arrow 
with a stem the length of a half city-block and the letter L and R. The stem of this arrow 
lengthened when indicating an upcoming turn to give the participant a turn warning of at 
least one block, and then the car icon moved in half-block increments to shorten the 
arrow until the turn was completed, also shown in Figure 1. The letters L and R were 
used to indicate left or right turns, respectively, and were located at the tip of the arrow 
inside a white circle with a red border. A red circle, located at the opposite end of the 
arrow’s stem, represented the vehicle as it appeared to move along the route.  
Map segment presentation. The navigation maps were displayed using SuperLab 
version 4.0 software (Cedrus Corporation, P.O. Box 6309, San Pedro, CA 90734). The 
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software was used to simulate a GPS moving map navigation system by presenting a new 
partial map segment after each half-city block-increment of simulated travel, with 
updates occurring at the ¼ block and ¾ block-points on each city block. These updates 
simulated a participant’s progress along the route. The SuperLab program presented an 
updated map segment every 9.3 s, simulating a 25 mph travel speed, as in Rizzardo et al. 
(2013) and confirmed in Rizzardo & Colle (2016b) as an appropriate presentation rate.  
Equipment. The experimental test room was a 5.9 x 2.3 m room with six testing 
booths that were 60 cm wide. Dividers ensured participants could not see the computer 
monitors of other participants. Each booth contained an Apple iMac computer (Model 
7.1) with the Mac OS X Lion 10.7.5 (11G56) operating system, configured by Boot 
Camp to use a Windows 7 operating system. The monitor’s screen measured 42.3 x 27.1 
cm and had a screen resolution of 1680 x 1050 pixels, with a 60-Hz refresh rate, which 
was controlled by an ATI mobility radeon HD 2400 XT video card with a 32-bit color 
palette. Each participant was given a pair of headphones to hear the SuperLab program 
announce the next landmark destination, and the instructional videos in the sketchmap 
program. 
Sketchpad tablet and program. Each testing booth also contained a Monoprice 
12 x 9 Graphic Drawing tablet (Tablet PF1209) with total touch screen dimensions of 30 
x 23.44 cm (1680 x 1024 pixels) of which 27.81 x 21.56 cm (1573 x 1021 pixels) were 
functionally used for participants to sketch on using a wireless Monoprice Tablet Pen 
(Model P27). A custom program was created using the Java software development kit 5.0 
to create and play instructional audio and videos, provide sketching tools, display the 
participants’ sketches, and to save the participants’ sketchmaps and relevant measures 
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and experimental information. Parameters such as trial type, presentation order and 
timing, response requirements, and available functions (as described below) were 
customizable by the researcher. The program interface was displayed on the entire screen 
of the monitor and divided into two major sections, a drawing space and a toolbar, as 
shown in Figure 2. The electronic paper screen usable drawing space was 40.7 x 26.5 cm 
(1573 x 1021 pixels) with a side toolbar measuring 2.6 x 26.5 (100 x 1021 pixels). The 
toolbar’s width on the Monoprice Drawing Tablet was 2.22 cm (100 pixels).  
Drawing on the sketchpad tablet. Participants were asked to use the electronic 
sketchpad tablet and program to draw a sketchmap of the entire environment they 
experienced during the map segment presentation. They were required to draw streets and 
city blocks, and to place and label all 24 of the landmark object on the electronic paper. 
The sketchmap program’s toolbar contained the commands and information participants 
used while sketching. As Figure 2 shows, these functions from top to bottom were Undo, 
Draw, Erase, Drag, Paper, and Zoom, as well as the boxes-remaining square and the list 
of landmark names. Two categories of commands were used for sketching, classified as 
drawing commands and landmark-placement commands.  
The drawing commands (Draw, Erase, Undo, as well as Paper and Zoom) mirror 
the mechanics of drawing with a pen and paper, and participants were able to add or erase 
lines as needed. Participants used the tablet pen to draw the structural elements of the 
environment, putting lines onto the electronic paper to create the streets and city blocks 
of the map route environment. Streets were drawn using double lines and city blocks 
were drawn with squares that a landmark-object box could be placed inside. An example 
sketchmap can be seen in Appendix B. The Paper command allowed participants to move 
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the electronic paper in any direction to add more drawing space; this allowed participants 
to have an unlimited amount of space for their sketchmaps. They were encouraged to use 
the Paper command to draw beyond the initial space to avoid squishing their map. 
Additionally, in order to review what they had already drawn, participants could use the 
Zoom command to toggle into a view that zoomed in or out to fit the outer boundaries of 
their drawing, allowing them to see everything they had sketched on the electronic paper 
but reduced proportionally in size to fit the screen.  
Landmark placement on the sketchpad tablet. In addition to drawing, 
participants placed objects by using the Drag command paired with the boxes-remaining 
square and the list of landmark names, as shown in the sidebar in Figure 2. To place a 
landmark on their sketchmap, participants chose the Drag command button and then 
touched the pen to the landmark-objects-remaining square to retrieve a movable box and 
dragged it to the sketchmap area. A number in the square showed the number of boxes 
(landmarks) still needed to be added to the sketchmap, and this number reduced by one 
after each dragged object was placed. Each landmark box was square with sides of 0.952 
cm (35 pixels). Participants also used the Drag command to move landmark names from 
the list in the sidebar and attach them to landmark boxes. When the label was released 
onto one of the placed landmarks, the label snapped to the middle of the box. Participants 
were able to move object locations and change object labels at any time after they were 
placed in the map until the participant had completed their map. 
Procedure  
Figure 3 shows a plan-view map of the city with the names and positions of both 
trip-relevant and not-trip relevant landmarks, and the route traversed to reach them in the 
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4-concurrent landmark condition. The layout was designed so the overall route included 
24 landmarks, which included 10 trip-relevant landmarks (8 destination landmarks and 2 
turn landmarks) located on the route, and 14 not-trip relevant landmarks that were off the 
route. For the three sequential map types, landmarks were placed so that, according to the 
assigned condition, the same number of landmarks was simultaneously visible on each 
individual map segment. The landmarks always appeared and disappeared in the same 
order for all three sequential map types. Participants’ starting position was in the far West 
of the environment, heading east, ending in the far East while again heading east, to 
ensure participants saw two turns without doubling back over or intersecting previously 
driven streets. There was one left turn and one right turn. Distance traveled between turns 
was always more than three city blocks long to ensure the turn indicator arrows could 
give the participants notice about an upcoming turn at least one block in advance. 
Prior to the map learning trial, participants in all four groups were shown a list of 
the landmark icons to review and could ask the experimenter about icons they did not 
recognize; these icons are shown in Appendix C. Participants in the sequential map 
groups were shown examples of how landmark icons would look on the moving city-
map, the left and right turn indicator arrows with verbal cues, and a short demonstration 
of how the vehicle icon moved through a practice route. Participants sat facing the mock-
GPS display with their hands on the keyboard. They were instructed to learn the locations 
of the landmarks from the maps. Participants in the sequential-map groups were given a 
navigation scenario: observing a driver who was visiting the city for a convention and 
had to run some errands. Before the car icon traveled to errand destinations, the 
participants heard the name of the destination and the errand task to be performed (e.g., 
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“The next destination is Kroger, where he needs to buy some groceries”). To ensure not-
trip relevant and trip-relevant landmarks were attended to, the participants were also 
asked to decide whether or not a newly introduced landmark fit the category of grocery 
store, gas station, or hotel by pressing a Y or N key (a Y sticker was placed on the M-key 
and an N sticker was placed on the C-key) on the keyboard. All participants saw the 
landmarks appear in the same order. The list of landmarks is shown in Appendix A.  
Participants in the whole map group were given an 18 in x 24 in (45.7 cm x 70 
cm) map showing the 6-concurrent landmark layout of the 24 landmarks on a street grid. 
The participants were asked to study the map and learn the locations of the landmarks; 
the map did not show the route and participants were not told to categorize landmarks. 
The experimenter stopped the participants after 6 minutes 40 seconds (time is equivalent 
to the six-concurrent landmark condition).  
When the map learning trial was completed, the sketchmap program asked the 
participants to free recall the names of all landmarks by using the electronic pen to print 
the landmark names in empty response boxes on the screen, using the normal tablet Draw 
command. A video (2 minutes 40 seconds) showed participants the locations of the Draw 
and Erase command buttons and examples of how each were used before directing the 
participant to practice writing the words “practice” and “map” with the pen on the tablet. 
The time allotted for free recall was the same for all participants and set at 7 minutes. 
Thus the retention interval between the end of the simulated driving video and the start of 
reproducing the sketchmap was held constant. For the configural knowledge sketchmap 
task, participants drew a freehand map of the simulated environment using the sketchpad 
tablet. They were shown a sample freehand drawn map, as shown in Appendix B, and a 
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video (5 minutes 40 seconds) showed participants the locations of the remaining 
command buttons and examples of how each were used before directing participants to 
practice drawing conventions. The experimenter checked their practice map to ensure the 
participant had an adequate understanding of the functions within the program and to 
make sure participants correctly formatted their streets and city blocks and understood 
how to place and label all of the objects in the practice environment. After completing an 
adequate sketchmap for practice, participants completed a full sketchmap of the city 
environment. Both the practice map and sketchmap had a red arrow at the top left of the 
drawing space that pointed to the top of the screen, and participants were told the arrow 
pointed north. Participants used the pen to draw the streets and city blocks of the 
environment, and were required to place and label all 24 landmarks on the map. The 
sketchmap program showed them a list of the landmark names with each participant 
getting a different random order to use as a checklist until it was exhausted, as shown in 
the toolbar in Figure 2. 
When the participant had completed their sketchmap, the experimenter double-
checked that all formatting was correct and that all 24 of the landmark-objects had been 
placed on the map. Participants were then asked to write down any strategies they used to 
remember the landmarks while watching the map display, and any strategies they used 
when drawing their sketchmap. Responses were recorded in the same way as free recall; 
participants used the electronic pen to write their answers on the sketchpad tablet. 
Analyses 
Spatial measurement. According to Siegel and White (1975), there are three 
different types of spatial knowledge: landmark, route, and configural spatial knowledge. 
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These refer to memory representations, thought to contribute to navigation, but 
navigation involves decision-making more complex than just memory retrieval. For 
example, it is useful to understand the layout of the environment when navigating from 
point A to point B. This can help a driver avoid problematic decisions. With configural 
knowledge, a driver may know an obstacle exists, such as a freeway, between their 
current location and their destination, however, the driver may have route knowledge 
informing her or him about which streets go under the freeway. Standard GPS 
navigations systems provide much of this route information. Experienced navigators use 
route and configural knowledge in complex combinations along with navigational 
strategies in order to navigate successfully (Carlson, Hölscher, Shipley, & Dalton, 2010). 
For standard GPS systems, knowledge of the layout and location of obstacles etc. is often 
missing. Measures of configural spatial knowledge such as directional pointing 
judgments or sketch maps are means to isolate this configural spatial knowledge. 
Configural knowledge has typically been measured using directional pointing 
judgments (e.g., Waller & Loomis, 2004), However, Colle & Reid (1998) developed a 
method for coding sketchmaps for configural spatial memory measures, which has been 
used successfully (Colle & Reid, 2000, 2003), and which has been shown to be 
comparable with absolute angular error derived from measuring directional pointing 
(Colle, Douglas, & Reid, 2014; Douglas & Colle, 2010). This absolute angular error 
sketchmap measure was used in the current study, and by Rizzardo et al. (2013). In 
addition, Rovine and Weisman (1989) found that sketchmap performance was correlated 
with way-finding performance. 
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Calculating angular error. Participant sketchmaps were evaluated by finding the 
x and y coordinates of the center of all 24 landmarks that were placed on the sketchmap. 
The angles between all possible pairs (276 pairs) of the 24 landmarks were calculated 
from pairs of these (x, y) coordinates using the north axis or vertical map direction as a 
reference line for one member of the pair and computing the angle from the reference line 
to the other member of the pair. The absolute value of the angular difference for a the 
angle between a pair of landmarks on the sketch maps, Rij, and the actual comparable 
angle between the pairs of landmarks in the simulated environment, Tij, was calculated 
and used as the absolute angular error, Eij. Equation 1 shows the computation that was 
used. 
Eij   =  Minimum [ │ Rij - Tij│ , 360 - │ Rij - Tij│]          Eq. (1) 
The pairs of 24 landmarks form a 24-row by 24-column table with 576 cells. The data 
come from 276 cells because the table is symmetrical, and the angle between any 
landmark paired with itself is undefined. Each cell of the table referred to a pair of 
landmarks of which there were three pair types created from the two landmark types: trip-
relevant/trip-relevant, not-trip relevant/not-trip relevant, and trip-relevant/not-trip 
relevant. For each participant, the mean of the absolute angular errors (Eq. 1) of these sets 
of pair types was computed  as the measure of configural knowledge for each landmark 
pair type. There were 45 trip-relevant/trip-relevant pairs, 91 not-trip relevant/not-trip 
relevant pairs and 140 relevant/not-relevant pairs, for each participant.  
Analyses. The main analysis compared the three sequential map display types 
relating to landmark concurrency on successive map segments; the fourth whole-map 
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condition serves as a reference point for spatial learning. A 4 x 3 x 2 mixed factorial 
anova (Appendix D) was calculated with a between subjects factor of map type (two-, 
four-, and six-concurrent landmarks per map segment, and the whole map) and repeated-
measures factors of landmark pair type (Trip-Relevant/Trip-Relevant, Not-Trip 
Relevant/Not-Trip Relevant, Trip-Relevant/Not-Trip Relevant) and Recall (recalled-
recalled pairs, not recalled-not recalled pairs).  
Landmarks are important aspects of spatial knowledge by themselves (people 
know what is in an area) and as important objects for both route spatial knowledge and 
configural spatial knowledge (Siegel & White, 1975). Rizzardo et al. (2013) found that 
whether or not participants free recalled both landmark names in a pair had a major effect 
on mean absolute angular error, showing that memory for landmarks was important when 
considering configural spatial memory. Landmark recall had been obtained from a free 
recall test before participants were asked to place all landmarks on a sketchmap; the 
present research followed the same procedure. Therefore, the importance of landmark 
recall for absolute angular error was evaluated again by including landmark recall as a 
factor. Because this produces unbalancing from lost participants with empty data cells, 
the number of participants was increased for the current experiment and the number of 
trip-relevant versus not-trip relevant landmarks was made more comparable than they 
were in Rizzardo et al. (2013). The 4 x 3 anova without the Recall factor is shown in 
Appendix E, showing the effects without Recall are comparable.  
A .05 level of confidence was used as a significance level for all comparisons. 
Greenhouse-Geisser corrections for violations of sphericity were used for repeated-
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measure effects and are reported as, pgg. Uncorrected degrees of freedom are reported, 








Configural Spatial Knowledge 
The main analysis evaluating mean absolute angular error used a 4 x 3 x 2 mixed 
factorial with a between-subjects factor of map type (two-, four-, and six-concurrent 
landmarks per map segment, and the whole map) and repeated-measures factors of 
landmark pair type (Trip-Relevant/Trip-Relevant, Not-Trip Relevant/Not-Trip Relevant, 
Trip-Relevant/Not-Trip Relevant) and landmark recall (Recalled/Recalled pairs, Non-
Recalled/Non-Recalled pairs), as described in the Analyses section above. Most 
importantly, the three-way interaction of map type x landmark pair type x recall was 
statistically significant, F(6, 386) = 2.91, MSE = 1014.9, εgg = 0.645 , pgg = 0.024, 
indicating that the angular error results by map type and landmark pair type depended on 
whether a landmark was recalled or not. As you can see from Figure 4, the order of 
landmark pair type means is different for recalled (the left panel of Figure 4) versus not 
recalled landmarks (the right panel of Figure 4). There was a two-way interaction for 
landmark pair type by free recall, F(2, 386) = 32.29, MSE = 11277.00, εgg = .645, pgg = 
0.000. The two-way interactions for map type by landmark pair type and map type by 
landmark recall were not statistically significant, F(2, 386) = 1.21, MSE = 360.96, εgg = 
0.664, pgg = 0.306, and F(1, 193) = 1.28, MSE = 1346.99, p = 0.284, respectively. There 
were main effects for map type, F(3, 193) = 10.45, MSE = 10710.67, p < .001, landmark 
pair type, F(2, 386) = 8.50, MSE = 2529.66, εgg = 0.664 , pgg = .002, and recall, F(1, 193) 
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= 30.28, p = 0.000. Given the three-way interaction, two 4 x 3 mixed factorial anovas of 
map type by landmark pair type were analyzed separately for those landmark pairs that 
were recalled and for those that were not recalled; the anova tables for these analyses can 
be found in Appendix F and Appendix G, respectively.  
Angular error for recalled landmark pairs. The left panel of Figure 4 shows 
the mean absolute angular error for the whole map and the three sequential map types 
(two-, four-, and six-concurrent landmarks per map segment) for those landmark pairs in 
which both members were free recalled. As Figure 4 shows, mean absolute angular error 
for the three landmark pair types displays a different pattern for the sequential map types 
than for the whole map group. Although the means for all landmark pair types are close 
together within the whole map group, there is a noticeable difference between the trip-
relevant/trip-relevant pairs versus the other two pairs (trip-relevant/not-trip relevant, not-
trip relevant/not-trip relevant). For trip-relevant/trip-relevant pairs, participants who 
studied sequential maps with two or four landmarks available per segment had absolute 
angular error means about the same as for those who studied the whole map (M = 47.9°), 
with means of 49.6º and 46.6º, respectively. Note that for the six-concurrent landmark 
group, when segments had the highest number of landmarks available, mean absolute 
angular error was higher (worse) than for the two- and four-concurrent landmark groups, 
with a mean of 60.4°. The not-trip relevant/not-trip relevant and trip-relevant/not-trip 
relevant pair types have increased angular error for all three sequential map types as 
compared to the whole map, with mean absolute angular error ranging from 59.6° to 
65.7°. In this 4 x 3 mixed factorial (map type, landmark pair type) anova, the interaction 
between map type and recalled landmark pairs was statistically significant, F(6, 416) = 
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4.45, MSE = 1069.44, εgg = .686, pgg = .001. Also, the main effects of map type and of 
landmark pair type were significant, F(3, 208) = 9.74, MSE = 842.42, p = .000, and F(2, 
416) = 16.36, MSE = 240.18, εgg = .686, pgg = .000, respectively.  
To investigate this interaction further and to focus on performance using 
sequential maps, the whole map condition was dropped from the anova and was followed 
up with a 3 x 3 mixed anova with factors of map type and landmark pair type (Appendix 
H). The means for the three sequential map types alone, as seen in the left panel of Figure 
4, appear to be similar for the two- and four-concurrent landmark map types, with an 
increase from the four-concurrent landmark condition to the six-concurrent landmark 
condition. The respective overall means were 56.4°, 56.4°, and 63.8°. There was a main 
effect for map type, F(2, 156) = 3.77, MSE = 691.35, p = .025. The differential separation 
of the means for two- and four- versus the six-concurrent landmark map type was 
supported by a significant quadratic contrast (but not the linear contrast) for the map type 
factor, F(1, 156) = 37.21, MSE = 325.23, p = .000. A 2 x 3 mixed anova (map type x 
landmark pair type), comparing only the four- and six-concurrent map types showed 
angular error for the six-concurrent landmark condition was significantly greater than for 
the four-concurrent landmark condition, F(1, 103) = 6.05, MSE = 758.41, p = .016 
(Appendix I). However, a comparable 2 x 3 mixed factorial anova, for the two- and four-
concurrent landmark conditions only, showed no main effect for map type or an 
interaction between map type and landmark pair type, F(1, 106) = 0.25, MSE = 547.65, p 
= .616 and F(2, 212) = 0.50, MSE = 193.81, p = .055, respectively (Appendix J). The 
main effect for landmark pair type was significant for both analyses, reflecting the lower 
angular error for the trip-relevant/trip-relevant landmark pairs.  
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There was also a main effect for landmark pair type, F(2, 312) = 26.62, MSE = 
228.32, εgg = .701, pgg < .001. The quadratic contrast for this effect (but not the linear 
contrast) was statistically significant, F(1, 156) = 37.21, MSE = 325.23, p < .001, which 
is consistent with the large difference between trip-relevant/trip-relevant landmark pairs 
and the other two landmark types, which had similar absolute angular error means. The 
interaction of map type by landmark pair type was not statistically significant for the 
sequential map types, F(4, 312) = 1.92, MSE = 228.32, pgg = .13.  
Angular error for non-recalled landmark pairs. Mean absolute angular error 
for landmark pairs where neither landmark was recalled were analyzed with a second 4 x 
3 mixed factorial anova of map type by landmark pair type (Appendix G). As mentioned 
above, the pattern for the landmark pairs for the three sequential map types is different 
for non-recalled pairs versus recalled pairs; trip-relevant/trip-relevant pairs have the 
highest absolute angular error, then trip-relevant/not-trip relevant, and not-trip 
relevant/not-trip relevant pairs have the lowest error. Unlike the recalled landmark pairs, 
which had a significant interaction between map type and landmark pair type when the 
whole map condition was included in the analyses, the interaction for non-recalled pairs 
was not statistically significant, F(6, 394) = 0.60, MSE = 391.88, εgg = .636, pgg = .655. 
As the right panel of Figure 4 shows, the mean absolute angular error for the landmark 
pair types displays the same pattern of landmark pair type means as that of the whole 
map. Note, however, the whole map group shows noticeably lower mean absolute 
angular error for all landmark pair types when compared to the sequential map types. 
There were main effects for map type and landmark pair type, F(3, 197) = 6.04, MSE = 
1229.52, p = .001, and F(2, 394) = 27.23, MSE = 391.88, εgg = .636, pgg = .000.  
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When the non-recalled pairs were analyzed without the whole map condition, 
using a 3 x 3 mixed factorial anova of map type and landmark pair type, there was no 
main effect for map type, F(2, 152) = 1.34, MSE = 1200.48, p = .27 (Appendix K). There 
was a main effect for landmark pair type, F(2, 304) = 20.88, MSE = 411.83, εgg = .620, p 
= .000. Also, the interaction of map type and landmark pair type was not statistically 
significant, F(4, 304) = 0.31, MSE = 411.83, εgg = .620, p =.78. 
Whole maps only. 
A separate analysis was run for the whole map group only using a 3 x 2 repeated 
measures anova for landmark pair type by recall (Appendix L). The participants in the 
whole group were asked to learn the locations of landmarks on the map, and were not 
shown the route or asked to categorize landmarks as had been required of participants in 
the sequential map groups. There was no interaction for landmark pair and recall type, 
F(2, 88) = 3.43, MSE = 1203.22, p = .071. As shown in the left and right panels of Figure 
4, the absolute angular error means for the three landmark pair types follows the same 
pattern whether or not the landmark pairs were recalled or non-recalled, and there was no 
main effect for recall type, F(1, 44) = 1.59, MSE = 379.46, εgg = .647, p = .216. There 
was a main effect for landmark pair type, F(2, 88) = 8.64, MSE = 261.49, εgg = .692, p = 
.002, which was surprising because the whole map group did not observe a route or hear 
about errand destinations.  
Landmark Knowledge 
Landmark knowledge has been considered to be both an element in configural 
spatial knowledge as well as its own separate component of overall spatial knowledge 
(Siegel & White, 1975). Landmark knowledge was estimated from participants’ free 
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recall of the landmarks they saw on the whole map or map segments. The percentage of 
landmarks recalled was analyzed using a 4 x 2 mixed factorial (map type x trip-
relevance) anova (Appendix M). Figure 5 shows the mean percent recall for the trip-
relevant and not-trip relevant landmarks for the four map types. Both the interaction of 
map type by landmark type and the main effect of map type were statistically significant, 
F(3, 212) = 6.81, MSE = 250.24, p < .001 and F(3, 212) = 4.84, MSE p < .01, 
respectively. The overall mean percent recall was 57.1%, and the main effect of trip-
relevance was not statistically significant, F(1, 212) = 0.00, MSE = 0.00.  
The mean percent recall for the trip-relevant landmarks was similar for all four 
map types, ranging from 55.2% to 58.3%; a one-way anova showed there was no main 
effect for map types, F(3, 212) = 0.31, MSE = 95.27, p = 0.821 (Appendix N). For not-
trip relevant landmarks, percent recall means for the two- and four-concurrent landmark 
groups were similar to their trip-relevant counterparts. However, for the six-concurrent 
landmarks and whole map groups, there was a noticeable difference between recall 
means for the not-trip relevant landmarks. Although participants who had six landmarks 
available per map segment recalled a higher percentage of trip-relevant landmarks 
(57.2%) than not-trip relevant landmarks (47%), the participants who studied the whole 
map recalled a higher percentage of not-trip relevant landmarks (66.7%) than trip-
relevant landmarks (57.6%). A follow-up anova on only the not-trip relevant landmarks 
showed a main effect for map type, F(3, 212) = 10.51, MSE = 335.44, p < .001 






Configural spatial knowledge and free recall were analyzed adding gender as a 
between-subjects factor. No main effects of gender or interactions of gender with any of 
the other factors were found. The anova tables for these anova tables can be found in 
Appendix P and Appendix Q, respectively. 
Strategies Questionnaire  
Participants wrote down strategies they remembered using to help themselves 
learn about the map while observing the display and strategies they remembered using to 
help themselves draw an accurate sketchmap. Response frequencies are listed separately 
for sequential map and whole map participants within Appendices R and S. The two most 
frequent strategies for learning about the map while watching the display, for sequential-
map participants, included those for making associations such as “tried to remember 
landmark relations/grouped those close together” (N = 33) and “tried to remember errand 
stops/reasons why the driver went there” (N = 22). The top strategy for whole-map 
participants also mentioned learning associations: “tried to remember landmark 
relations/which landmarks were close together/grouped those close together” (N = 18). 
The top two responses for strategies to help draw the sketchmap, for the sequential-map 
participants, included “tried to remember when the car turned/the sequence of the route” 
(N = 19) and “drew the whole city grid first to look at whole picture” (N = 19). The top 
response for the whole-map participants was similar: “drew the whole city grid first to 
look at the whole picture” (N = 10). Many of the reported strategies were similar between 
whole versus and sequential map types, however, sequential-map participants mentioned 
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learning the route, and the whole map participants had strategies that referred to learning 








IV.  DISCUSSION 
Traditional GPS navigational system design facilitates turn-by-turn guidance, but 
modern devices, with access to continuously updated databases, can provide more 
information to today’s user. Spatial knowledge is key for understanding the layout of an 
environment and evaluating the GPS turn guidance, important for driver safety. Research 
reported by Rizzardo and Colle (2013) and Rizzardo et al. (2013) overturned 20 years of 
research by combining a north-up map populated with landmarks, useful for spatial 
knowledge acquisition, and a turn arrow with a verbal advisory cue, useful for turn 
guidance commands. Using this newly designed DATIM display, participants were able 
to learn about an area and make timely turn decisions (better than decision times with a 
traditional track-up map), and showed participants could learn spatial information from 
the GPS map segments with glance times of 2-seconds. The current research extended 
these principles and results to explore how to optimize learning from these sequential 
maps. No previous research has studied the learning acquired from spatial information 
that is sequentially presented in the manner of a GPS display, and the current study 
represents the first step in directing design to further optimize GPS devices based on the 
successful DATIM display. 
Design Recommendations 
The results suggest that a range of 2-4 landmarks, that are trip-relevant, should be 
used per map segment to optimize configural knowledge acquisition while using GPS 
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displays. These recommendations are made for map segments like those used in the 
current study, which include the suggested changes encompassed in the DATIM display: 
a north-up-oriented map populated with landmarks and using turn-at-landmark 
instructions, and the turn arrow with verbal advisory cue. Although different 
recommendations might be appropriate for different environments, the current study 
represents a start to designing with considerations to vital map components. 
Configural Knowledge. People are able to learn about several landmarks in a 
region when viewing sequential maps, as seen in Rizzardo et al. (2013) and in the current 
study, which had 25 and 24 landmarks, respectively. Previous evidence suggests that 
multiple concurrent objects appear to facilitate configural spatial learning and later, 
spatial knowledge reproduction (Colle & Fent, 2015; Colle, Hoelscher, & Knipper, 
2015). Anecdotal observations of how participants drew their sketchmaps suggested they 
would zoom out to view landmarks they had already placed and use them for reference, 
and similarly, some participants in the current experiment listed this technique as a 
helpful strategy for drawing their sketchmap (Appendix R and Appendix S). People learn 
information about sets of angular relations between objects, which are used to inform 
others even as a person encounters more objects (Colle, Hoelscher, & Knipper, 2015; 
Colle & Fent, 2015). This process is especially relevant for sequentially-presented maps, 
which introduce more landmarks on each segment but only show a portion of the overall 
layout. The current experiment manipulated the number of concurrent landmarks that 
participants encountered on each segment, therefore manipulating the number of sets of 
angular relations available to learn. For the sequential map types in the current study, the 
six-concurrent landmark condition had the most landmarks and therefore the most 
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landmark relations. However, the maps with two- or four-concurrent landmarks per 
segment facilitated lower mean angular error than the six-concurrent landmark map type 
did. Although there were more objects available with six landmarks per segment, and 
thus more object relationships available to learn, error increased.  
This limitation is within Cowan’s (2000) 4 ± 1 number of objects that can be 
manipulated in working memory and may reflect the number at which multiple 
concurrent objects are no longer as useful for learning angular relationships from map 
segments. Both the previous study that compared two versus three landmarks per 
segment (Rizzardo & Colle, 2016a), which was used to find the lower boundary for 
manipulating the number of landmarks, and the current study showed similar configural 
knowledge acquired when two to four landmarks were available per map segment. The 
participants in Colle, Hoelscher, and Knipper (2015) experienced a maximum of four 
landmark objects at a time when navigating through a virtual environment, and they drew 
sketchmaps from subsets of those objects.  
A substantial number of participants mentioned trying to learn the relationships 
between landmarks and perceived groups of landmarks as a strategy for remembering the 
map (see Appendix R and Appendix S). The results suggest that for sequentially-
presented map segments, between two and four landmarks per map segment are spatially 
descriptive and facilitate acquiring configural knowledge for object relations in the 
overall layout. 
Landmark Recall and Landmark Types. Assessing landmark free recall 
provided the opportunity to analyze landmark knowledge and configural knowledge 
separately, and begin to understand their combined influence on acquiring information 
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useful for navigation. Rizzardo et al. (2013) found that whether or not a landmark was 
recalled had a large effect on configural knowledge acquired from the DATIM display. In 
the current study, analyzing the recalled/recalled and non-recalled/non-recalled pairs 
separately revealed the differences in mean absolute angular error which highlighted the 
better configural knowledge acquired for the recalled, trip-relevant landmarks in the two- 
and four-concurrent landmark groups, and led to design recommendations.  
Importantly, remembering that a landmark existed on the map does not 
necessarily lead to better configural knowledge. Previous studies in this lab where nearly 
all or all landmarks were recalled still found differences for configural knowledge (e.g. 
Colle & Reid, 1998; Colle & Reid, 2003). The pattern of results depends both on the 
classification of the type of landmark and on whether participants free recalled the 
landmark or not.  
The current study added the not-trip relevant landmarks category, expanding how 
we look at landmark usage, but it is not yet understood how the category of trip-relevance 
influences spatial memory. No previous research has explored not-trip relevant 
landmarks on sequential maps. Although not the initial categorization, all of the 
landmarks in Rizzardo et al. (2013) would be considered trip-relevant; the eight 
destination landmarks, the starting landmark, and the 16 turn landmarks were all on the 
route and associated with a task (an errand destination, the place to start, or used for turn-
at-landmark instructions), the same criteria for the trip-relevant landmarks in the current 
study. Rizzardo et al. (2013) found, within the category of trip-relevance, a higher 
percentage of the destination landmark type was free recalled than for non-destination 
landmarks, but found no differences in mean absolute angular error for those landmarks 
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that were recalled. However, in the current experiment, although similar percentages of 
trip-relevant and trip-not relevant landmark types were recalled, there were differences 
between angular error means for the landmark pair types (trip-relevant/trip-relevant, not-
trip relevant/not-trip relevant, trip-relevant/not-trip relevant) within both recalled-only 
and non-recalled pairs. For both studies, landmarks that were on the route and associated 
with a task, and were recalled, lead to better configural knowledge. When not-trip 
relevant landmarks are comparably recalled, there are not comparable improvements in 
configural knowledge. Future research should endeavor to explore the difference between 
remembering that a not-trip relevant landmark existed on the map and remembering how 
it is spatially related to other landmarks.  
Whole Maps 
The whole map results were different from those for the sequential maps. The 
whole map was included in the experimental design as a reference point for acquiring 
spatial memory when all landmarks are simultaneously available for study. Previous 
research has focused on learning from whole maps, either before navigation or during 
navigation (Burnett, 2000; Ruddle, Payne, & Jones, 1997; Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth, 
1982; Thorndyke & Stasz, 1980), to study the acquisition of configural spatial memory. 
However, none have studied configural spatial memory by having participants observe 
only portions of maps in navigational segments. Comparing the whole map data to the 
spatial memory for sequential maps has yielded interesting results. For the sequential 
maps, the pattern of results for mean absolute angular error for landmark pair types was 
different between the recalled-only and non-recalled only pairs, but the order of those 
means was the same for the whole map group regardless of whether a pair of landmarks 
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was recalled or not.  
Especially interesting are the differences between the whole map and the six-
concurrent landmark condition, given that the same landmark layout was used for both 
(the six-concurrent landmark participants experienced the route as well as the map 
changes associated with the errand tasks and turn-at-landmark tasks, but the whole map 
participants did not). When using the whole map, participants had lower angular error, 
and both recalled and non-recalled pairs showed the same pattern for the landmark pair 
types, with the trip-relevant/trip-relevant pairs having the highest angular error, then the 
mixed trip-relevant/not-trip relevant pairs, and finally the lowest angular error for the not-
trip relevant/not-trip relevant pairs. For non-recalled pairs, the angular error means for the 
six-landmark condition followed the same pattern as those for the whole map. In contrast, 
this pattern changed for recalled pairs, with a lower angular error for the trip-
relevant/trip-relevant pairs compared to the other two types of pairs, just as with the two- 
and four-landmark sequential map types.  
The strategies for learning landmark configural knowledge from whole maps 
seem to be different from those used with sequential maps. Although all landmarks are 
simultaneously available on whole maps, it is likely that participants cannot attend to all 
of them simultaneously, and so may have grouped them by perceived clusters. Map 
segments, on the other hand, create their own clusters, which may be grouped in a way 
participants would not otherwise use for themselves. Participants were asked about any 
strategies used while observing the map and drawing their sketchmap. Although both the 
whole-map and sequential-maps participants mentioned grouping perceived clusters of 
landmarks or coming up with criteria to group certain landmarks across the layout, some 
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of the whole map participants additionally listed strategies such as “remember how far 
from the edge outer businesses were” and “drew the border first” (Appendix R and 
Appendix S). Different grouping and interrelating strategies may be more useful for 
learning from whole versus sequential maps. 
Addressing Study Time and Spatial Layouts  
For experimental purposes, the area of each map segment had the same square 
dimensions and same scale shown for the region to imitate the appearance of a GPS 
display. Keeping the number of overall landmarks constant for all map segments allowed 
clear-cut comparisons between the groups. This concurrent-landmark requirement and the 
fixed map segment frame size meant that landmarks would be in different places for the 
sequential maps and thus, each sequential map type had a different number of segments. 
For example, more segments are needed to move across the 24 landmarks when only two 
can be within a segment at a time, as opposed to four and six. As mentioned above, other 
landmark characteristics were controlled for, such as the overall number of landmarks, 
their order, placement on the side of the route, and trip-relevance.  
More segments leads to a longer overall presentation time but this and the 
different spatial layouts are not likely alternative explanations for the results. A previous 
experiment (Rizzardo & Colle, 2016b), used different presentation rates for map 
segments (4.3 s, 9.3 s, 13.3 s) to compare the 9.3 s/segment presentation rate used in 
Rizzardo et al. (2013) with a slower and faster rate. The aim of this experiment was to 
investigate how available time for study might affect how well participants acquire 
configural spatial knowledge. The maps used were the same as those used in Rizzardo et 
al. (2013), thus, each presentation rate showed the same layout of landmarks. The results 
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showed that presentation rate, and likewise available time for study, did not affect 
configural knowledge or free recall differences. Importantly, the overall study time for 
the fast condition (4.3s/segment) for the 132 map segments was almost 20 minutes 
shorter than that of the slow condition (13.3s/segment). In the current study, the overall 
study times were 19 min 2 s, 9 min 46 s, and 6 min 40 s, for the two-, four-, and six-
concurrent landmark maps, respectively. All of the differences between these total 
presentation times were smaller than those in the presentation rate study. 
The map segment frame moves at discrete distance intervals along the route 
regardless of the number of landmarks and the landmarks appear and disappear in about 
the same amount of frames as the car drives past (this fluctuates around turns); more map 
segments per group did not lead to more overall study time per landmark between groups. 
Appendix T shows the number of segments and the resulting time (number of segments x 
9.3 seconds) each landmark was on the screen, for each sequential map type. The mean 
number of segments per landmark for all three groups was 11 segments; the mean times 
each landmark was on the display were 99.6 s, 101.1 s, and 98.8 s for the two-, four-, and 
six-landmark map types, respectively. Comparing between landmark types, the mean 
times each landmark was displayed for study for the trip-relevant destinations, trip-
relevant turns, and not-trip relevant landmarks were similar across map types, with 100.8 
s, 102.3 s, and 99.0 s, respectively. Thus, each landmark was comparably available on the 
screen for study across map types and the differences found in the analyses are not due to 






There were some surprising results. The trip-relevance classification was a new 
category introduced in this study, including landmarks that were either located on the 
route and were associated with a task, such as being an errand or a landmark to turn at, 
and not-trip relevant landmarks located off the route and were not used for navigation or 
a destination. The sequential map participants experienced this classification, but the 
whole map participants were not shown a route and were not given information about 
destinations and turns, which would cause them to treat the two types differently. 
However, the whole map participants, for both recalled and non-recalled pairs, showed 
significant effects for landmark pair type for absolute angular error. Simple explanations 
based only on the locations of the landmarks or the particular set of landmark icons do 
not appear to be sufficient because similar effects were not always found for the 
sequential map. Landmark effects depended on whether or not the landmarks were 
recalled and the number of landmarks per map segment. The current study did not collect 
any additional data that might have helped to clarify how participants studied whole maps 
and used landmarks as a component of their learning.  
The repeated measures factor of recalled versus non-recalled showed a different 
pattern than the previous study (Rizzardo et al., 2013) where participants were able to 
place non-destination landmarks as accurately as destination landmarks on a sketchmap if 
they had also recalled that landmark. In the current study, participants recalled not-trip 
relevant landmarks similarly to trip-relevant landmarks, but, for recalled pairs, absolute 
angular error showed significant differences between landmark pair types, and was higher 
for those pairs that included not-trip relevant landmarks. The pattern for absolute angular 
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error for the three landmark pairs is different depending on recall, as discussed above and 
as shown in Figure 4. Individual subjects may have contributed differently for the 
recalled versus non-recalled analyses. There were more missing data for the non-recalled 
pairs; if a participant remembered all or all but one of the landmarks for a category then 
their best estimations for landmark placement were not included in the analysis for non-
recalled pairs only. These data losses could have contributed to the differential effects 
that were found.  
Conclusion 
When drivers gain configural knowledge of an area they are better able to 
spontaneously recover from changes in their driving plan or from bad advice generated 
by the GPS. Previous research has shown that landmark objects are key components for 
acquiring spatial knowledge on whole maps and on sequential maps (Rizzardo et al., 
2013) like those on a GPS display. Manipulating the number of landmarks per segment 
directly corresponds to the GPS-specific map issue: the frame of the segment shows part 
of an area and therefore has limited space for useful map components such as landmarks. 
The current study is the first step in further optimizing the implementation of landmarks 
on GPS map segments. The results show that a range of two to four landmarks per GPS 
map segment facilitated configural knowledge acquisition for the overall layout of 24 
landmarks. Additionally, recalled landmarks that are trip-relevant showed lower angular 
error. Further exploration of landmark characteristics beyond number, like trip-relevance 
or more globally relevant landmarks, will have implications for how to prioritize 
landmarks in design decisions. Importantly, optimizing good spatial presentation on GPS 
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map segments will improve the capability of a GPS to be a navigation tool, instead of a 
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Figure 1. A north-up map with an example of the DATIM turn indicator arrow imposed 




Figure 2. A screenshot of the sketchpad program’s interface, including the buttons for 
drawing functions, the landmark boxes, and the list of landmark names to be paired with 





Figure 3. The plan-view diagram shows the number and types of turns and placement of 






Figure 4. Mean absolute angular error as a function of map type for the three landmark 
pair types. The left panel shows the data for pairs where both landmarks were recalled 
and the right panel shows the data for pairs where neither landmark was recalled. The 








Figure 5. Mean percent correct recall of landmark names as a function of map types for 




Appendix A  
List of Landmark Names and Presentation Order 
1. Burger King (Destination) 
2. Kohls (Destination) 
3. Barnes & Noble 
4. Holiday Inn (Destination) 
5. Walmart (Destination) 
6. Starbucks 
7. Panera 
8. BP gas 




13. CVS (Destination) 
14. Kroger 
15. Walgreens 
16. Hilton hotel (Destination) 
17. Days Inn (Turn) 
18. Olive Garden 
19. Meijer 
20. Marathon (Destination) 
21. Wendys 
22. Home Depot 








Sample Sketchmap Shown to Participants 
 
 
Note: Participants were shown only part of the sample map on the screen. They were 











4 (map display type) x 3 (landmark pair type) x 2 (free recall) ANOVA for Configural 
Spatial Knowledge 
 
Note. There were 19 cases deleted because of missing data; either there were no 
recalled/recalled pairs or no non-recalled/non-recalled pairs.  
Repeated measures effects with two or more degrees of freedom are Greenhouse-Geisser 






4 (map display type) x 3 (landmark pair type) ANOVA for Configural Spatial Knowledge 
 
Note. Repeated measures effects with two or more degrees of freedom are Greenhouse-







4 (map display type) x 3 (landmark pair type) ANOVA for Configural Spatial Knowledge 




Note. There were 4 cases deleted because of missing data; either there were no 
recalled/recalled pairs or no non-recalled/non-recalled pairs.  
Repeated measures effects with two or more degrees of freedom are Greenhouse-Geisser 





4 (map display type) x 3 (landmark pair type) ANOVA for Configural Spatial Knowledge 




Note. There were 15 cases deleted because of missing data; either there were no 
recalled/recalled pairs or no non-recalled/non-recalled pairs.  
Repeated measures effects with two or more degrees of freedom are Greenhouse-Geisser 







3 (map display type) x 3 (landmark pair type) ANOVA for Configural Spatial Knowledge 




Note. No cases were deleted because of missing data. 
Repeated measures effects with two or more degrees of freedom are Greenhouse-Geisser 







2 (map display type) x 3 (landmark pair type) ANOVA for Configural Spatial Knowledge 





Note. There were 3 cases deleted because of missing data; either there were no 
recalled/recalled pairs or no non-recalled/non-recalled pairs.  
Repeated measures effects with two or more degrees of freedom are Greenhouse-Geisser 







2 (map display type) x 3 (landmark pair type) ANOVA for Configural Spatial Knowledge 





Note. No cases were deleted because of missing data. 
Repeated measures effects with two or more degrees of freedom are Greenhouse-Geisser 








3 (map display type) x 3 (landmark pair type) ANOVA for Configural Spatial Knowledge 
For Non-Recalled Pairs without the Whole-Map Condition 
 
 
Note. No cases were deleted because of missing data. 
Repeated measures effects with two or more degrees of freedom are Greenhouse-Geisser 







3 (landmark pair type) x 2 (free recall) ANOVA for Configural Spatial Knowledge for 





Note. There were 9 cases deleted because of missing data; either there were no 
recalled/recalled pairs or no non-recalled/non-recalled pairs.  
Repeated measures effects with two or more degrees of freedom are Greenhouse-Geisser 










Note. Repeated measures effects with two or more degrees of freedom are Greenhouse-



































Note. There were 19 cases deleted because of missing data; either there were no 
recalled/recalled pairs or no non-recalled/non-recalled pairs.  
Repeated measures effects with two or more degrees of freedom are Greenhouse-Geisser 












Note. No cases were deleted because of missing data. 
Repeated measures effects with two or more degrees of freedom are Greenhouse-Geisser 






Reported Strategies for Remembering the Map Display 
Sequential Map-Participant Responses Frequency 
Tried to remember landmark relations/grouped those close together 33 
Tried to remember errand stops/reason why the driver went there 22 
Made connections to my life/memories/people I know 18 
Tried to remember the colors of the logos 15 
Recited the landmark names in my head/replayed them in my head 12 
Tried to remember route/where the car turned/direction car traveled 12 
Counted how many blocks/spaces were in between each landmark 12 
Didn’t use any 11 
Connected the landmark with the area (i.e. south left, North or South, left 
or right) 9 
Tried to remember the order I passed the landmarks 8 
Grouped landmarks by similarity, especially if they were close to each 
other 7 
Tried to remember the order the errand stops were visited 7 
Watched them closely 6 
Used an acronym for the order/acronym in order of their height on the 
map 6 
Tried to remember the direction the car was going 6 
Used the logo colors to associate them with each other 5 
Memorized the shape of the layout 5 
Tried to visualize myself driving along and seeing those landmarks 4 
Looked at the landmarks close to where the car turned 4 
Compared the landmarks to where they are in my hometown 4 
Paid attention to the landmarks at the top and the bottom 3 
I didn’t remember anything 3 
Tried to categorize which locations I saw on the route and which were in 
the distance 3 
I thought about my experience at each point of intersect 2 
Tried to remember things close to the route 2 
Tried to remember the general direction the car was headed 2 
Recited the errands in order as they came up 1 
Tried to remember where I started 1 
Tried to remember which the middle businesses were 1 
Identified the landmarks out by themselves 1 
Categorized landmarks when they appeared 1 
Searched for landmarks according to the category question 1 
Tried to remember where I heard about the destinations 1 
Tried to remember the location of a landmark within a city block 1 
Looked for similar syllables in landmarks close together (i.e. Burger King 
& Kohls) 1 
Made up sentences to know which landmarks came first 1 
Tried to use slope formula to make fraction points on map 1 
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Appendix R continued 
 
Sequential Map-Participant Responses Frequency 
Used the logos 1 
Tried to remember position of groups vs. single landmarks 1 
Tried to remember the first/last destinations 1 
Counted how many landmarks there were 1 





Appendix R continued 
Reported Strategies for Remembering the Map Display 
Whole Map-Participant Responses Frequency 
Tried to remember landmark relations/which landmarks were close 
together/grouped those close together 
18 
Created an acronym for first letter of landmarks 9 
Made connections to my life/memories/people I know 6 
Counted how many blocks/spaces were in between each landmark 6 
Recited the landmark names in my head/replayed them in my head 5 
Compared the landmarks to where they are in my hometown 5 
Identified the landmarks out by themselves 4 
Looked at how many landmarks were in each column/row, or which were 
empty 
4 
Grouped landmarks by similarity, especially if they were close to each 
other 
3 
Tried to remember the colors of the logos 3 
Tried to picture it with my eyes closed/in my head 3 
Thought of a “direction” for the landmarks 3 
Tried to remember how far from the edge the outer businesses were 3 
Connected the landmark with the area (i.e. south left, North or South, left 
or right) 
2 
Memorized the shape of the layout 2 
Used the logo colors to associate them with each other 1 
Paid attention to landmarks near the top and bottom 1 




Appendix S  
Reported Strategies for Drawing the Sketchmap 
Sequential Map-Participant Responses Frequency 
Tried to remember when the car turned/the sequence of the route 19 
Drew the whole city grid first to look at whole picture 19 
None 18 
Visualized the places on the map 18 
Tried to remember what was next to landmarks/remembered locations 
where had grouped landmarks 
16 
Placed objects I remembered first and filled in placed where I 
remembered something with landmarks left over 
13 
Drew/tried to remember the general direction of the car before starting 9 
Remembered the errand stops, and then the landmarks I remembered 
being visible during the stops 
8 
Estimated the number of blocks apart 6 
Remembered the errand stops and reason for visiting 6 
Used the turns and corners 6 
Tried to remembered which side it was on (left or right side, north or 
south) 
5 
Tried to replay audio in my head 4 
Placed them in the order the errand stops were visited 4 
Placed them in the order I saw them 4 
Tried to space things evenly and proportional to each other (i.e. didn’t put 
similar businesses next to each other) 
4 
Not confident on sketchmap 3 
Tried to remember which come first and which were closer to the end 3 
Checked drawing against the zoomed-out drawing 3 
Tried to remember which landmarks were close to where the car turned 2 
Tried to recall how many landmarks were grouped close together 1 
Used acronym mnemonic 1 
Thought about how the car could get from one landmark to another 1 
Tried to remember the direction the arrow was facing 1 
Tried to remember how far I saw at each place 1 
Tried to remember the GPS directions 1 
Tried to remembered how many intersections had a landmark 1 





Appendix S continued 
Reported Strategies for Drawing the Sketchmap 
Whole Map-Participant Responses Frequency 
Drew the whole city grid first to look at whole picture 10 
Placed objects I remembered first and filled in placed where I 
remembered something with landmarks left over 
8 
Estimated the number of blocks apart 5 
None 5 
Tried to remembered which side it was on (left or right side, north or 
south) 
5 
Tried to remember what was next to landmarks/remembered locations 
where had grouped landmarks 
4 
Used acronym mnemonic 2 
Drew the border first 1 
Visualized the places on the map 1 
Only drew the important roads 1 










Number of Map Segments Landmarks Were Available for Study 
 
Note. The number of segments and the resulting time (number of segments x 9.3 seconds) each landmark was on the screen, for each 
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